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Abstract 

A SNOOP Diagnostic Module for FASTBUS is under 
development at SLAC. The SNOOP Module resides on a 
FASTBUS crate segment and provides diagnostic monitoring 
and testing capability. It consists of a high-speed ECL 
front-end to monitor and single-step segment operations, 
a simple master interface, and a control processor with 
two serial communication ports. Module features and 
specifications are summarized, and prototype hardware 
is shown. 

I Introduction - 

Data acquisition and control systems based on the 
proposed FASTBUS Specifications' are designed to permit 
monitoring and control for diagnostic purposes by means 
of a SNOOP !fodule which can observe and delay bus oper- 
ations (Fig. 1). The SNOOP Module has access to all 
si;nals involved in operations, since they are bussed 
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Fig. 1. Typical FASTBUS system with SNOOP Modules. 

to all module positions. Thus a history can be kept of 
all operations on a segment, no matter what the loca- 
tions of master and slave modules may be relative to 
the SNOOP Module. 

The SNOOP Module can delay operations by asserting 
the Wait signal. This inhibits transitions of all hand- 
shake timing lines so that all bus signals involved in 
the current bus cycle remain static until Wait is re- 
moved. The system can thus be single-stepped by assert- 
ing Wait. Similarly, comparison logic in a SNOOP Module 
can be used to detect a particular address or data 
transfer, and then assert Wait to halt the segment. 

The serial bus lines in each crate segment may be 
used as an independent communication path between diag- 
nostic modules and system host computers, when connected 
to a serial network which bypasses segment interconnect 
units. 

A prototype SNOOP Module has been developed with a 
programmable Wait generation logic, address and data 
traps, a history silo memory and interface logic for 
master and slave operations. These functions are imple- 
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mented with high-speed 100 K ECL parts to optimize 
response capability. Control and supervision of the 
fast front-end section are handled by a compact micro- 
processor section based on a powerful 16-bit CPU 
(MC 68000). The processor section includes interface 
ports to the FASTBUS serial diagnostic network, and to 
a general-purpose, UART-type serial connection for a 
terminal which provides floppy disk storage for 
diagnostic programs and data. 

The proposed design for this module and supp;r:ing 
software have been described in previous papers. 9 
The present protytype differs from the original design 
proposal in circuit board size, segment connection pin 
allocation, MS and SS codes, increased history silo 
memory word width, and an upgraded processor section. 
Table I contains a summary of specifications. The 
changes in the 1OOKECL front-end section are primarily 
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Features and Basic Specifications 

Fast front-end implemented with 100 K ECL devices in 
24-pin flatpaks. 
Programmable wait-step logic with 5 ns response time. 
Address and address-data combination traps with 8 ns 
response time. 
Parity-error trap with‘15 ns response time. 
Activity history silo with 56-bitx 256~word RAM; 
100 MHZ recording speed; programmable recording 
modes; FB or real-time synchronized; logic analyzer 
mode with internal or external clock source. 
Simple master and slave capabilities with geographi- 
cal address recognition, bus arbitration, IO register 
programmed protocol control, and software emulation 
of CSR registers. 
MC 68000 CPU (12 Mhz). 
25 level programmable priority interrupt structure 
(28530A and 285368 peripherals). 
48K-wordx 16-bit memory with variable configuration 
of RAM/ROM sizes. 
24K-wordx 16-bit maximum size static RAM (100 ns 
access and cycle time). 
32K-wordx 16-bit maximum size EPROII (250 ns). 
3-channel counter-timer with programmable inputs and 
modes (28536A). 
Dual channel serial Communication Controller periph- 
eral (2853OA) with baud rate generators. 
RS232/422 asynchronous serial port with selectable 
baud rate (50-19.2K baud).. 
Synchronous Serial interface for FSDN port 
(300K baud). 
Processor driven front panel with status display, 
manual WAIT execution switch, interrupt sense switch 
for processor selftest, CPU reset switch; NIM level 
test outputs from wait-step logic, and external clock 
input for silo memory recording. 
One unit wide FB module type A with 210 IC packages 
on a 6-layer PC board; estimated 85 watt power 
dissipation. 

the result of changes in the tentative FASTBUS specifi- 
cations, while the new processor section provides a 
threefold increase in on-board memory and almost twice 
the execution speed by capitalizing on latest micro- 
processor system chip technology. 

(Presented to the Nuclear Science Symposium, Washington, D.C., October 20-22, 1982.) 
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Fig. 2. SNOOP Module Block Diagram 

II 2 Control Processor Section 

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the prototype 
SNOOP !lodule. The processor section is based on the 
:lC 63030 (12 MHz) CPU in a leadless chip carrier pack- 
age. Total on-board memory size is 48 K words (16-bit), 
&en 32 Kk’EPROY and 16KW static RAY are used. Patch 
options on the pc board permit other configurations 
(16 K RO:l- 24 K RAM, for example), and use of 64 K- 
or 128 K-bit EPRO:ls. A memory mapping switch under 
CPU I/O control is available to substitute the on-board 
RO?I with WI memory connected to the processor exten- 
sion bus for software development and testing. A multi- 
function peripheral circuit (ZO536A CIO) handles twelve 
interrupt lines from the front-end section, and three 
switch interrupts from the front panel. It also pro- 
vides three counter-timer functions. Sever1 interrupt 
inputs may also be used at the same time as counter- 
timer inputs. Therefore counting and timing measure- 
ments related to segment activity are possible. One 
counter-timer function is dedicated to the FASTBUS 
Serial Diagnostic Network (FSDN) interface. 

A dual channel serial communication controller 
peripheral (Z8530A- SCC) implements two serial ports. 
One is used as a general-purpose UART port, which is 
programmable with standard rates from 50 baud to 19.2K 
baud. 9y means of jumpers the serial interface stan- 
dard (RS232/422) and modem control signals are selected. 

The other port is used as the FSDK port, which op- 
erates with a synchronous transmission rate of approxi- 
mately 300 K bits per sec. The SCC channel, operating 
in SDLC mode, takes care of network address recognition, 
cyclic redundancy code generation and checking, and in- 
terrupt handling. A network interface consisting of tw$ 
finite-state logic sequencers, a sampling register, and 
ECL-TTL translators handles transmit data encoding, re- 
ceive data and clock recovery, and collision detection. 
The CIO and SCC peripherals are connected with the 
Zilog-type daisy chain interrupt lines forming a vec- 
tored interrupt structure. In addition the CPU can 
accept other interrupt inputs from the processor exten- 
sion bus. All input-output, memory, interrupt, and 
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handshake control is implemented in firmware with pro- 
grammable logic arrays and sequencers. 

. Prototype Development Pro_gress III -__ 

A pi prototype board with the ECL front-end 
section of the SNOOP Module has been fabricated and is 
being tested. The high-density six-layer pc board is 
shown in Figure 3. The top area of the board with sev- 
eral temporary spare DIP patterns and two connectors 
for flat cables is reserved for the processor secticn. 

Fig. 3. ECI. Front-End section prototype board. ‘XWX 

The processor will have 33 I.C. packages. Three wire- 
wrap prototype modules of the first SNOOP processor 
design2 have been built and tested and used for serial 
network development. A wirewrap prototype of the new 
processor configuration described above is expected to 
be fabricated in December 1982. A complete SNOOP Mod- 
ule pc prototype including the processor section is 
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expected in February 1983. In the meantime testing of 
the SNOOP Module will proceed by connecting one of the 
wirewrap processors via the two temporary flat cable 
connectors to fhe ECL front-end prototype. 

The FASTBUS Serial Diagnostic Network (FDSN) will 
allow the coordination of several SNOOP Modules for 
solving multisegment problems in a FASTBUS system. It 
also allows connection of a portable smart terminal 
with disk drive and optional printer to the network 
via the asynchronous serial port of the SNOOP Module at 
different points in the system. The network protocol 
is presently a prototype implementation and the inter- 
face utilizes four IC packages. However we would like 
to adopt one of the industry standard protocols such 
as Ethernet, onceVLS1 support chips will be available 
to reduce the hardware and board space required signif- 
icantly. Gateway nodes may be used in the meantime to 
connect the FSDN prototype network to an industry 
standard network. 

Data rate requirements for FSDN are limited by the 
microporcessor to several hundred kilobaud, in order 
for it to simultaneously handle network messages and 
the realtime control of the SNOOP Module. The operat- 
ing system software for the SNOOP Module and its sup- 
porting terminal is presently being rebuilt based on 
experience gained with the wirewrap prototype 
processors. 

IV. Summary 

The development of the first prototype of a FAST- 
BUS SNOOP llodule is expected to be completed in the 
next several months. This effort has been a tedious 
and lengthly one. This was not the result of complica- 
ted module details or FASTBUS requirements. It was 
primarily the result of some major changes in the FAST- 
BUS specifications such as board configuration and 

signal pin assignments, and the process of gaining ex- 
perience in the printed circuit layout of FASTBUS-size 
boards with high density packaging based on integrated 
circuits in flat packages. This requires pc layout 
design at a 4:l scale, and we are at present not 
equipped with work stations and plotters to accommodate 
such sizes. A Computer Automated Design (CAD) system 
should relieve some of these problems in the future. 
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